Barnshaws supplies tighter bends to Park House development
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Severfield Watson Structures have taken on a wonderful job- Park House development that required
Barnshaws’ bending expertise.
The development is set to be a spectacular eight-storey office space with only six internal columns,
creating City-standard spaces, including two upper floors underneath the curved glass roof. This most
sought-after commercial location will also include eleven retail units that feature shop fronts twice the
average height for the area. In addition, there will be luxurious residential apartments with their own
entrance.
As the company have provided excellent quality metal forming service to the contractors in the past and
also Barnshaws have processed the bends tighter than competitors could offer, the bending experts were
awarded the project straight away. Barnshaw Section Benders supplied the development with 138 pieces of
various curving, largest of which were:
457x191x98 Universal Beam,
660x32 Circular Hollow Section,
305x305x97 Universal Column, and
450x250x16 Rectangular Hollow Section.
Barnshaws is known to offer exceptional service: tighter and better quality bends, faster than
competitors, innovative and collaborative when it comes to getting invested in the project and advising
clients on what is most effective. Barnshaw benders offer a variety of services that can be found at
www.barnshaws.com.
To read more about Barnshaws latest projects please visit the news section
(http://www.barnshaws.com/blog/).
Also, click here (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNfaJqSjwWE&feature=player_embedded#) to have a look at
the excellent VIDEO showing the timelapse of the Park House building process.
___________________________________________________________________

Note to editors:
Established in 1969, Barnshaw Section Benders are based at six manufacturing sites around the UK, located
in the West Midlands, Manchester and Hamilton, Scotland. Across these sites over 120 specialist machines
are housed, and have provided steel bending services for some of the country’s largest projects,
including shopping centres, football stadiums, airports, and most recently the Olympics.
For more information, please contact Aiste Narvilaite
Tel: 0121 521 5219
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